
Dear Hal, 	 5/6/74 

When I saw the 4plo reatun adaresa I wondered if the letter was from you so I opened 

and read it ..bile wolking through chores in town this a.m. I have not done anything about 

the other  mail, haverelt even looked at the headlines yet. 

M have been looking forward to hearing from you and an glad that you have writ:en. I 

must begin with some explanations so you will not deem me impolite or of other than good 

intentions. I am, as I have been for an unrelieved decade, extraordinarily busy. I don't 

know what a day off is and until recently rarely got more than four hours' sleep. Several 

weeks agi I was hit by the first of two essentially minor problems. They have slowed me 

down. The first is about past, a pulled cheat mueclae that made even breathing painful. The 

second is a recurrence of an oldie, something undiagnosed in the middle ears that, as the 

doctor put it, occasionally lets the nuts and bolts work loose. They are grauucally 

tightening again. So, the combination euts even more time pressure on me. Thus I will not, 

for one example, at leant at this point, go into my full (and unromantic) OSS history. Nor 

will I be able to do what I ehpuld, read this and coreect my terrible typing. I am writing 

a book that 1  must rush through, can't go into it now, and this applies even more pressure. 

I'll follow my usual practise of addressing what I remember and then skim your letter 

again to see if I have overlooked anything. 
As rational people, even those of strong political prejudices, address such matters, 

I have a perfectly clear record. I have never been a member of anything except trades 

elicits and cooperatives. My first "political" problem was when I was writing a book on 

the Dies committee and they undertook to frame me. In the end, whil, they made the strongest 

efforts over made to get me, the grand jury refused to indict, a first, and I got their 
man convicted, still another and I think still unequallyed first. 

I had no such problems in OSS. I was a soldier. My first jobs was the only investi-

gative job I ever did. It was a super-secret super-spectacular the: is relevent to my 

recent work. A mew of men, led by one neeed aria, had volunteered for an almost certain 
death overseas drop, had been framed after a fight with the Washington 'Ps, were in jail, 
eneral Donovan, all of whose lawyers had been ineffectual, believed them innocent, and 

after I was security cleared and moved it that job awaited me. I walked the men in six 

weeks. And the guy in charge of the framing suicided. 
Where I ran into this same kind of fascist trouble was when OSS was broken into two. 

I was an analyst except when I WSW sued as a writer. My last writing job, to write the 

secret history of OSS's intelligence operations, was stolen and apeared with Jimmy 
Caseney starring. It is the movie OSS. It .eas at this point that I got a medioal discharge 
and was rehired as a civilian analyst. I was in the past traleterred to State. There was 
what amounts to a pogrom. I was the only non-scholar of the ten (aside from a case of 
mistaken identity, it eae that careless) and I fought all the others. especially the 
PhDs, who were the majority, to fight back. I than got ua counsel. In the end we won. We 

were rehired and were expected to and did quit. I at least got Ilypped out of all that 

back pay. Of the nine intended, eight were Jews and the ninth was married to one. I am 

familiar with most of the work done by most of us and it was quite the opposite of the 

implications. It was what latter got Galled McCarthyism. Ehough on this? 

Bud did ask me to join his committee while he was still organizing it. I refeused 

for clearly specified reasons that boil down to my distrust of so many of those he trusted, 
the concept itself was wrong and couldn't work, and he was assured that all those doing 

real work would have nothing to do with him or it. It was the wrong way to do the right 
thing and with people who ranged from simply incompetent to highly suspect. One of the 
grudges Bud continues to bear is that I was so right. 

You ask about Bob. I know little of his views, having stayed away from the CTIA 

once violations of trust with serinus consequences were repeated. Then Bud started not 

keeping his word. My opinion of Bob coincides with= yours insofar as you consider 

personality but I go farthur and say that for this kind of work he has the wrong kind 
of mind. With all that work he has produced nothing except trouble. 
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Despite this record I like Bud personally, disagree with him often, work with him 
when it serves common interests and fight like 0 hell when I think he ie wrong. Recently 

there has been little need but the past holds. acme pretty bitter and verbally violent 
incidents. That in each case I was proven right may increase his unexpressed respect for 
me but I don't think it has father fondness. 

I don't think it makes a bit of difference what the current college generation thinks 
of the CTIA. I do hope it is worse than you say because the sooner it is ended the better 
the chances of aacompliehment. t has been and has also been the footle of the most telling 
oriticisma of the work in opposition to the offieiel  fiction, it is incapable of ever 
being aything better. it has done no good at all and much harm, and the crazy ones are 
getting crazier and crazier. I regard it as I first described it years ago, as an abortion. 

Perhaps at some point someone will find a way of bringing so many conflicting views 
into harmony, so many contradictory personalities to a working relatuonship, but I believe 
it can t be done. Others of us have worked together, soeething with acrimony, but always 
with mutual respect and trust and without all the bullshit that has appeared without doing 
good and doing harm, we have learned and shared mlinh. The number decreased sharply with 
the advent of CTIA simply because of attrition and because the MIA was an attack on the 
credibility of all other work. I should not sy other because it never really did any. 

I still work closeely with Laser. I like and respeot him much. It is chiefly but not 
entirely on legal work. I am sure he has to be as disenchanted with CTIA as I am. I under-
stand that Smith has left and Bud is fighting the others on what should happen. You now 
know my view. You forget, but I told you all of this long ago, when you told me you were 
joining. Earlier you had visited me and had said you would get a band of law students 
together to work with me. I am sorry this did not happen and that you got off, with the 

beat of intentions, in the wrong direction. 
I think this may illustrate the problem the mere existence of CTIA created. There 

sere many capable 'maple, of whom you are one, who were not able to work fell tine but 
could work cart time. If in each part of the country where really significant work was 
being done these with part-time capabilities could have joined with others who had already 
acquired much kno.iledge, real accomplishment could have resulted. There are countless 
wothrwhilo things I have wanted to do and have not been able to do myself. Asingle Load 
law student in DC could have helped advance what I have done very much. Could even today. 

Those t Ines you told me before you left are more than fascinating and relevant. But 

the separation between us now is a considerable inhibition. So also is my inability to 
sit down and write lone explanations that are necessary for these kinds of things to be done 

I have to give the other work, including writing, priority. 
CTIA is CIAfoope. Bullshit, for all my dislike of some, contempt of otherse dis-

approval of the whole abortion, etc. I am satisfied Bud is not. I an satisfied that some 
are dubious characters and that Bud likes and trusts them. However, suppose they were? 
Except for what they did because it comes naturally to all of them, this destruction of 
credibility, what the hell role could they serve? Lions at all. They accomplished nothing, 
developed nothing, so why should the spooks waste any real effort on them? Now the destructi 

of credibility is another matter. It first the Disinformation type. But it is the natural 
way of all these characters, so official inte.este or direction was unnecessary. It is, 
in my opinion, the naturel result of the characters of the people involved. 

I have never met Hunt, never heard of his until Watergate. On him we are at once 
close together and yet far apart. You out him in Dallas. Except as a self-starter 1 do not 

and cannot. After what he did before the Bay of Pigs ne faction of the Seenty could have 
trusted him with anything like that. I lack the actual proof, but it is my belief the t as 
you say, he corked with Dulles until Dulles left and what I can't prove but do believe, 

therefater was at least for the most part in the verboten Domestic end. I have a kind of 
proof beginning in 1965 only and have been able to do some tracing since, without having 
ever not anyone who claim!,  to have known him. I believe part oe his disinformation work 

but Io111%wbth 
	we are 
	TYesILYIlay 

have a question that addressee our conflicting tiro pert) Views of him' why the hall should 
CIA have found it necessary to Dininform about JFK's assassination? 
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You deecribe him as "a CIA 'assassination expert.'" Is this opinion or fact? In 

either case I would like to know the proof or the reason. All clandestine operators, in 

varying degree, know and have to know something about assassinations. But this does not 

make all of them experts. 
I would suggest that you simplify your belief of the Dallas Disinformation operation. 

I see no need for there to have been any CIA involvement. The forces at work and the 

actual developments eliminated the need. They don't generally do the unnecessary, if there 

are seectecular exception. Between the local authorities and Hoover's personal needs, 

character and predispositions, what more was needed? It had to work out the way it did, 

and I know of nothing that required the CIA to help it along. 

This goes for your view of Nixon's concern over the Hunt blackmail. I think it can 

be simplified and is credible without any reference to Dallas. If hunt yapped, Nixon 
was 

hurt badly. Did Nixon need more? If hunt black mailedhe got money, which hapeens to be the 

most important thing in life to him. Did he need more than what he could say about those 

jobs he had done for the Weite House (and if you have any knowledge here I would ap
ereciate 

it)? No, please don t complicate this enormously complicated matter more than it need be. 

If you do you will be and will remain hopelessly bogged down. The safest aeeroach is 

to begin with the simplest and then if it is insufficient to add to it. 

Remember, each unnecessary person was a new weak link. The spooks know this best. 

Frankly, I also can t and don't believe that the top command of the CIA offed JFK 

or oriered it. Now a faction, that is a different story. What you must understand is that 

JEK's and the top of the CIA's view on the essential matters, like SEAsia, had changed in 

the same direction and at the same tine, roughly. So, he was not an enema/ but an asset to it. 

What little of the CIA's papers came out with The Pentagon Papers 13 quite consistent 

with this. They were really in conflict with LBJ's views, which differed from na's. It 

was not until after Laos and after they came to realize that what they had undertaken was 

impossible that the top command view changed. JFK's had by then, too, and if not out of 

high principle, from practicality. It could not be done. 

The real conflict on policy was between JFK and the prevailing mi,itary mind. 

I have to get to the many other t ands. 

I would welcome your beliefs onsilunt, especially in domestic matter and the 

Watergate, separate Thy what you knee to be fact and what you believe. And anything else 

you known on CIA domestic operations. And fronts. 
You wore to have spoken to your ex—wife before you left to see if she would tiik to 

me about what she knew of 	hunts unts in Europe. I do not know what your relations are now, 

but this continues to interest me much. If she lacks a car, I am sure Lesar will bring her 

here and if she has the kids, they'll go crazy about this place, with even fish than come 

to be fed. If she has a car and lives near the western half of the .;Jeltway, it is 

an easy hour and an easy drive. With rho reduced speed limit, it is less than an hour 

from some areas because there is no stopping, no light, and seven minutes on side roads 

after the ex)ressways. 
I will be writing what I have put together and because of this can't take time to 

write it all over again in letters. Whether or not I can get it printed, it will not then 

be secret from you. I see an importance in -Lunt not over indicated anywhere, and that I 

am pursuing, which is in part an explanation of my request for anything you can supply. 

Or anyone to whom you can refer me. 
But please believe me, Hal, if there was no more than his on account, one moot 

Severable to him, of what he did just before the Jday of Pigs, that in itself is more than 

enough to have ended and tap CIA trust in him for really delicate missions. 

While I hope things begin to go well sith you and that you take root and prosper and 

stay profitably busy, I also hope you will find time to put al/ you can on paper for me. 

Here I remind you that I am 0 and extraordinarily weary and no longer poseeeed of the photo-

graphic memory I wonce enjoyed. So, if there is anything you want held in confidence, please 

so leble it. I wiuld also welcome and like to be able to use in aotherwork temporarily laid 

aside what you once told and and I no longer recall clearly about some cables on Yuba you 

once saw. 
I think the easiest way to work your way through all the inevitable °rears is with a 

pencil, warring corrections as you go. 

Thanks and bee: regards, 



733 82nd Avenue N. E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55432 
May 1, 1974 

Dear Harold, 
I'm sorry I didn't have the chance to stop by to talk on my way to Minnesota. 

I'm still deeply into the assassinations. I would like to exchange any information 
on Hunt and the Caribbean crew he associate-1 with - Nixon, Pawley, '(eyl,etc. Harold, 
I'm convinced Hunt was the key man in Dallas. Hunt was a CIA "assassination expert" 
and he was a CIA expert in "disinformation". Those happen to be the two aspects of 
Dallas. 

I have had an exchange of cor-espondence with 3ud about the charges tne Committee 
is CIA/cops. I don't think he is facing the issue head-on, and that only causes more 
suspicion. There isn't one college student now in the country that doesn't think we 
are CIA. Maybe it won't make much difference, but I only wish Bud would face the issue. 

Did you notice Nixon's concern about the Hunt blackmail? It must be Dallas. 
What else is there that could still be so important that Nixon has to keep it secret? 

I've been reading an interesting book about the Truman period and the rise of 
LcCarthyism. I'm curious how you fit into all that. I recall you told me they had 
drummed you out during that period, but don't know the details. It's pretty obvious 
Truman has to share a good deal of the blame for McCarthyism, because it was Truman 
that started the "Red scare" of 1947-48, ;00 which tae Republicans grabbe d for their 
Own advantage. 

When you were in the OSS, id you ever have any dealings with Hunt et al? Do you 
know anyone who knows him? Have you found out anything more about his activities 
just before Dallas? 

I'm curious why Bud never asked you to join the Committee. Did he ever sound you 
out? Hell, you know more about all this than the next ten put together. 

What do you make of Bob Smith? I've always assumed he was simply pissed at the 
world because of the bad treatment he got by DOD. But I don't know. Bob always went 
out of his way to knock anything Garrison did and to knock any idea of CIA involvement. 
I just don't know. 

Best to you. I hope like hell I'm back in Washington pretty soon. Have you been 
watching the economy? Prime interest rate supposed to climb to 12%, GNP down 6%, 
etc., etc. If Nixon doesn't bring us into a depression, I'll be surprised. 

Sincerely, 

Hal Dorland 


